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The purpose of this report is to supply necessary information for a home occupation conditional use 
permit. It is also our way of being transparent with our plans. We would like to start, operate, and grow 
a successful business and believe that starting this business in our garage will be more cost and space 
effective than renting an unnecessary commercial location. However, in operating a home business we 
do not want to disturb or inconvenience our neighbors. This report addresses two major concerns which 
are noise and traffic. We will not be a retail store and therefore will have very little traffic. Even traffic 
due to initial acquiring of equipment will be almost un-noticeable. As the business is based around the 
use of a CNC machine for manufacturing, it will make noise. However, this report communicates that the 
noise created will not be noticeable. By performing some simple tests, we have shown that the 
proposed equipment is significantly quieter than most common woodworking equipment. At most 
times, it is even quieter than the household vacuum. In addition to mostly operating around normal 
business hours, this machine will be below our living quarters where we also do not want obnoxious 
noise. We hope this clearly communicates our intentions and gives our neighbors and community the 
confidence needed to support us in this endeavor. 
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Introduction 

The sole purpose of this report is to describe the project, fulfill the requirements for the Application for 

Conditional Use Permit in the City of Three Forks, MT as described in the Three Forks City Code, Title 11, Chapter 

12, and supply evidence that if granted, the future business will not be a nuisance or disturbance to the 

neighborhood. The project is the starting of a small business to be located in the ground floor garage/shop 

(beneath the living quarters) of the dwelling located at 314 W. Front st., Three Forks, MT 59752 (legal description 

found on application) as found in the supplied location map (attachment 1).  

The business will be a 0-1 employee CNC machine shop owned and operated by the property owners Benjamin 

and Sarah Linkenhoker. Benjamin Linkenhoker is a Mechanical Engineer with a background in machining and high 

tech instrumentation as well as a commercial fisherman in Alaska for ~6-7 weeks a year. Sarah Linkenhoker is a 

product manager and analyst at OnXmaps. This business will consist of: home office for design of products; small 

CNC equipment used for precision manufacturing of plastic and metal parts. As can be expected, there will be 

concerns from the neighborhood and community. The last two sections of this report will address likely concerns 

as well as provide data from tests completed to help alleviate the said concerns. 

 

Scope and Location of Project 

As stated in the introduction, the business will be located in the ground floor garage/shop of the dwelling located 

at 314 W. Front St., Three Forks, MT 59752. This garage/shop is located beneath the living quarters of the 

property owners Benjamin and Sarah Linkenhoker. Currently there are only plans to purchase a single machine 

that will be located in the south-east corner of the building. The site map found in Attachment 2 lays out the 

property and surrounding area as required by Title 11 chapter 12-3-B-3a.The primary operation of the business 

will be the engineering design, prototyping, and production of designs and products as determined viable by the 

owners. As needed as an alternative means for revenue generation, the business will take on work as a contract 

machine shop for one or more of the many businesses in the Gallatin Valley and surrounding area the frequently 

order machined parts. Although there will be times that plastics and steels are machined the primary materials 

cut will likely be aluminum and copper. 

A CNC machine is a piece of computer controlled equipment used in the precision manufacturing of plastic and 

metal parts (primarily). Although traditional thought brings to mind the use of abrasive saws, grinders, and 

hammers for metal working, machining is different entirely and is therefore much quieter and much more precise. 

It uses tools such as drill bits, thread taps, and endmills (similar to but different from wood router bits) to remove 

material from a solid piece of stock material. These tools remove material by cutting material away similar to 

wood working and are non-abrasive/sparking. Once the part is machined it is then finished, often with sand paper 

or a vibratory tumbler that utilizes a vibrating motion combined with a slightly coarse media (basically a bunch of 

small stones) to remove sharp edges and remove machining marks. A picture of a machine similar to the one that 

will be purchased can be seen in Attachment 1.  

It is important in describing what the business is to emphasize what the business is NOT. The business is not a 

“traditional” metal working or welding shop. Its primary means of metal manipulation is not abrasive, forging, 

hammering, welding, nor grinding. It is not a blacksmith shop. Additionally, it is not intended to be a high volume 

or large part (engine blocks, etc.) shop, nor is the intention to grow into a business with a large employee base 

without moving to commercial space. Because of space requirements, if the business grows to a point of needing 

full-time employees, it will have to move to a larger commercial space. 

Due to the size of the operation, additional parking too what is already available is not necessary. Immediately, 

the only traffic excluding the comings and goings of the owners, will be an occasional customer coming to pick up 



parts. The spaces directly behind the two garage doors are reserved for the owners. However, the owners usually 

park in the garage and when not owner occupied, visitors may utilize them. Additionally there is parking available 

behind the south-western corner of the structure between the shop and the alley there will be no need for 

visitors or deliveries to park on the street. These spots described are currently very rarely utilized and will remain 

due to the non-retail customer base. 

Given that the customer base is not present at the business, hours of operation are not on a set schedule. 

However, the intent is to utilize approximate standard business hours of M-F 8:00a.m.-7p.m.  However, at times 

production or deadlines may require operation outside of these business hours. Said operation will be kept to a 

respectful noise level and time of day. 

The machine and operations will remain in the existing structure therefore requiring no new construction or 

additions. Therefore not requiring any permits. It will require 3-phase power and will either utilize a phase 

converter or Northwestern Energy will supply 3-phase power. Neither of the two options should require any 

additional permits. 

 

Equipment Descriptions and Foreseen Neighborly Concerns 

Most of the equipment has previously been discussed as required to describe the project scope. The intent is to 

purchase a 3 axis vertical CNC Mill for use in precision modern manufacturing. It will require raw materials such as 

plastic, aluminum, copper, or steel bar stock or sheet to be cut, various tools to install in the machine, and a band 

saw to cut the bar stock into appropriate sized chunks. Additionally, it will require finishing tools such as a sander 

and vibratory tumbler. 

There are two foreseen concerns from neighbors. As is natural, when people think of cutting metal, they think of 

loud noises. This is a valid concern and although there is noise associated with it, it is significantly quieter than 

traditional means of metal manipulation such as abrasives, forging, and forming. The next section will go into 

further detail on sound vibrations and “loudness” as well as describe tests completed and the corresponding data 

to show that CNC mills, especially with regards to the intended use, are quieter than common noises (i.e. wood 

working equipment, diesel pickups, and motor powered yard tools). The second concern would be increased 

traffic flow which is again a valid concern. This concern will be addressed in the following section by describing 

what any expected increased traffic flow will look like. 

 

Tests completed and Estimated Expectations for the Alleviation of Concerns Stated Above 

The first concern addressed will be with regards to increased traffic flow. Upon the initial acquiring of equipment, 

there will be increased traffic flow due to deliveries of new materials and tools. This will consist of a semi-truck to 

deliver the machine which, barring unforeseen complications, will be a one-time occurrence. Other initial freight 

deliveries may occur in this time period but since most of the tools required are of a smaller size, they will likely 

be delivered UPS or picked up by the owner.  Once the business is established and operational, this traffic will 

decrease nearly to the current level. More often than not, completed parts will be delivered or shipped to the 

customer than the customer picking up the parts. As shipping and delivery is an additional time and financial 

expense, these will be kept to a minimum for economical purposes, likely less than once per day or even twice per 

week. Other increased traffic flow will consist of additional tools needed for specific projects which will likely be 

delivered UPS and occasional material deliveries from Pacific Steel in Belgrade. These deliveries do come at a cost 

and will eliminated whenever possible. The anticipated deliveries will be from companies that operate within 

normal business hours, consequently the deliveries will happen during normal business hours. 



The second concern addressed will be the concern of increased noise. First some definition will be given to the 

terminology and test equipment. 

For the purpose of the sound tests, a Digital Instruments, Model SL-814 decibel meter was used. A decibel meter, 

also known as a sound pressure level meter, is an instrument that measures the changes in pressures due to 

sound waves and displays this pressure in the commonly understood unit of decibels or dB for short. Although 

most people have heard of the loudness of sound/acoustics in dB, it is a very misleading unit of measure. This 

misunderstanding is due to the fact that sound pressure is a logarithmic function, not a linear function. Therefore, 

what is important to understand is the correlation between a dB reading and perceived loudness to the human 

hear. Image 1 below is a graph of sound pressure (dB) on the y-axis and perceived loudness on the x-axis.  

 

Image 1: graph showing sound pressure compared to perceived loudness 

The logarithmic curve of the graph shows that if the sound pressure increases at a constant rate, the perceived 

loudness increases at an increasing rate. This can be better displayed by Table 1 below provided by 

www.noisehelp.com. 

 
Table 1: Sound level in dB correlated to power and perceived loudness. 

https://www.noisehelp.com/decibel-scale.html 



 

Thus, if 60 db is our baseline, a 17% increase in dB to 70dB results in a 100% increase in perceived loudness and a 

33% increase in dB to 80dB results in a 400% increase in perceived loudness. One last comparative tool is Table 2 

below also from by www.noisehelp.com. It compares common sounds to a dB level. 

 

Table 2: Common sounds correlated to dB levels  

https://www.noisehelp.com/noise-level-chart.html 

 

That may seem like a lot of unnecessary technical information. It is provided for the sole purpose of interpreting 

the result of the tests completed. The test results are displayed in units of dB, thus, it is important to keep in mind 

that what may seem insignificant can be important. 

 Tests Completed 

All tests were completed from a distance of 3 feet from the noise source and from an approximate 

estimation of the sound travel through a wall or appropriate distance away depending on the test. Each 

test described in further detail below. Readings are rounded to the nearest whole number. 

Test 1: 10” Table Saw cutting a 2”x4”. Measurements were taken from 3’ from the source as well through 

a garage door ~8’ from the noise source. 

Results of test 1: Initial indoor noise threshold: 50dB (heater was running), Table saw cutting noise level: 

88dB 



   

 

Initial exterior noise threshold: Mid 40’s (unstable due to normal noise fluctuations), Exterior 

Noise level of cutting table saw: 57dB 

   

 

Test 2: 12” Compound miter saw cutting a 1x6. Measurements were taken from 3’ from the source and on 

the outside of a 2”x6” construction, insulated wall ~8’ from the noise source. 

Results of test 2: Initial indoor noise threshold: Mid 40’s dB (heater NOT running), saw cutting noise level 

– No Vacuum: 100dB, Saw cutting noise level – With Vacuum: 103dB 

  

 



 Initial exterior noise threshold: Mid 40’s (unstable due to normal noise fluctuations), Exterior 

Noise level of cutting miter saw with vacuum running: 52dB 

   

 

Test 3: Finishing Hammer on piece of common board lumber. Measured 3’ from source only. No outside 

measurement taken 

Results of test 3: Initial indoor noise threshold: Mid 40’s dB (heater NOT running), Finishing Hammer on 

board: 96dB  

   

  

Test 4: Small electric leaf blower at a distance of 3’ and 30’ 

Results of test 3: Initial outdoor noise threshold: Mid 40’s dB, Leaf Blower at 3’: 80dB Leaf Blower at 30’: 

65dB  

 



     

 

 

Test 5: Haas VF2 CNC Machine making average roughing cut in aluminum with ½” Endmill.  

Results of test 5: Initial indoor noise threshold: 64 dB, Mill Cutting Aluminum: 75-77dB. Exterior results 

were void due to excessive vehicular noise. 



  

Test 6: Air nozzle at 90psi blowing off previously machined part. This test was completed because air is 

often used to blow excess coolant off of finished parts and tools. Measurement was also taken outside of 

building next to the standard walk through door. 

Results of test 6: Initial indoor noise threshold: 41 dB, Air nozzle blowing part: 79dB.  

Initial exterior noise threshold: 41db, Exterior Noise level of air nozzle blowing on part 

and air compressor running: 49dB 

*Only video was taken of test 6 and therefore images were not inserted into report. 

 

Conclusion of Results: Below is a table (Table 3) compiling the test results taken at a 3’ distance from the 

noise source of the various tests. The tests completed were a compilation of various equipment (primarily 

wood working) currently used recreationally in the shop and commonly throughout the neighborhood. 

Additional tests included equipment similar to what will be purchased for the business. The results show 

that the intended future equipment will be quieter than all of the equipment tested and significantly 

quieter than three very common woodworking tools, the table saw, the compound miter saw, and the 

hammer. As an example, the table saw is twice as loud as the CNC mill and the compound miter saw is 

more than four times as loud. 

 

Sound measurements of various tools from 3' 

  Initial db Value dB value at 3' Increase in dB 

10" Table Saw 50 88 38 

12"Compound Miter Saw       

With Vacuum 45 103 58 

Without Vacuum 45 100 55 

Finishing Hammer on Wood 45 96 51 

Leaf Blower 45 80 35 

CNC Mill 65 77 12 

Air Nozzle 41 79 38 

Table 3: Compiled results of the tests completed at 3’ away 

 



Report Conclusion 

This report was compiled to supply all necessary information for the application for a conditional use 

permit, describe the future business, and supply evidence to alleviate the anticipated concerns of 

neighbors and city residents. The intent of the business is to design, prototype, and manufacture precision 

parts. There are two primary anticipated concerns from the community of which are noise and traffic. 

Both of those have been addressed in the above report. The results of the noise tests show that the 

required equipment is quieter than standard woodworking tools in use by lots of people in the 

community. Those same woodworking tools that the tests were performed on have been used regularly 

for recreational and home improvement purposes at the location the future equipment is to be located.  

Based upon the test results and intended equipment location to be below the owners living residence, it is 

safe to state that the future business will hardly be noticeable to the community. It will be less noise than 

many common current activities in the neighborhood, including the driving of diesel pick-up trucks (85 dB 

in table 2 is likely at a higher speed than residential). 

We, Ben and Sarah Linkenhoker, would like to express that we have no intentions or desires to become an 

inconvenience or nuisance to our neighbors and community. Sarah leaves for work most days around 

7:15a.m. and we usually go to bed between 10:30 and 11:30. We like to treat others as we would like to 

be treated. We would not want to be disrespected by our neighbors who were doing something like this. 

Subsequently, we hope our community and neighbors will support us in this endeavor as well as know 

that if there is ever a time that we are not meeting expectations, to please come talk to us about it. We 

welcome the feedback. As new residents to Three Forks, we hope we can bring responsible growth to the 

area in the form of small business done economically. 
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Attachment 1: Bullet point re-cap of important details and general info per Title 11 Chapter 12 

 General info 

o Name of project: Home occupation for Ben Linkenhoker of light 

manufacturing/machining. 

o Location: 314 W front St 

o Contact: Ben Linkenhoker, bclinkenhoker@gmail.com,  406-369-0815  P.O. Box 83, Three 

Forks, MT 59752 

o Location Map – See attachment 3 

 Submittal requirements for Home occupation 

o Site Plan – See attachment 4 

o Number of employee and non-employee parking spaces: 4 

o Intended days and hours of operations: approximate standard business hours, M-F 8a.m.-

7p.m. 

 Exceptions may apply but will be kept respectful and to a minimum 

o Other permits required: upon approval, City of Three Forks business license 

o Additions to existing or new structures: None 

o Additional info required by zoning committee: TBD 

 

 



Attachment 2: Picture of machine nearly identical to that of which will be purchased 

 



Attachment 3: Zoning and Location Maps 
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Attachment 4: Site Map - Drawing Includes Both 312 and 314 W Front st 
(Block 5 Lots 3 and 4)

Dimensions are in Feet
Drawing intended for use with Application for Conditional Use permit submitted by Benjamin Linkenhoker, dated 1/22/2019
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